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Development of Young Coconut Cutting Machine 
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Abstract— The purpose of this paper is to study relates to 

young green coconut cutting machine. The  coconut cutting  

machine is characterized by comprising a rotary worktable, 

where in on the worktable, a large no. of mechanical hands 

are uniformly distributed on a line of equal circles which 

take the center of the worktable as the center of the circle; 

each of the mechanical hands comprises an arm, a palm and 

fingers; the arm vertically passes through the worktable; 

three to four fingers are connected with the palm by a pin 

which is sleeved with a torsion spring; a retractable driving 

device is arranged below the worktable corresponding to the 

mechanical hands; movable parts of the retractable driving 

device can be contacted with the arm and drive the arm to 

move up and down; a support is arranged above the 

worktable corresponding to the mechanical hands.it is  safe 

for worker.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The young coconut fruit can be marketed at two stages of 

development mature and immature coconut fruit.  At the 

immature stage, the fruits contain mostly water and a little 

jelly like meat.  The edible part of the coconut fruit (coconut 

meat and water) is the endosperm tissue.  The clear juice 

inside can be consumed as a refreshing drink.  The coconut 

water contains the same major electrolytes as those in 

human body fluids.  It has long been the most popular 

beverage consumed in the tropics where it is considered not 

only a refreshing drink but also as a health tonic.  The juice 

also contains glucose, vitamins, hormones and mineral 

which could enhance health and vitality. 

Conventional young green coconut cutting method 

by hand using sharp edge knife is hazardous to human hands 

during the cutting of young green coconut.  To overcome 

these problem and due to the modernization in technology 

there are some automatic and semi-automatic young coconut 

cutting/opening machines are invented.  Out of these 

available machines required the electric, hydraulic and 

pneumatic input power sources to operate/ work to these 

machines. The available young green coconut 

cutting/opening machines are complicated in design and 

these required more maintenance. The out of available 

young green coconut cutting/opening machines are not used 

in market. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1]Young coconut is one of the most popular fruit varieties 

in India .The edible parts include the sweet juice at the core 

of the fruit and the soft flesh attached to the inner surface. 

Young coconut is one of the most popular fruit varieties in 

Thailand. The edible parts include the sweet juice at the core 

of the fruit and the soft flesh attached to the inner surface of 

the shell. The juice contains glucose, vitamins, hormones 

and minerals, and is widely considered to be a refreshing 

drink. Prevent surface browning (Siwawech, 2003).The 

shortage of experienced labor and the high production  cost 

has created an urgent need for mechanical cutting 

machines.[1] 

[2]Young coconut is highly nutritious and is one of 

the most popular export fruit varieties in Thailand 

(Jarimopas &Rattanadat, 2007). The fruit structurally 

comprises green skin, exocarp of fibre, shell enclosing flesh 

and juice. The„„Nam Hom‟‟ (tr. „„fragrant water‟‟) cultivar 

is generally preferred by consumers because of its taste and 

aroma. Maturity and development of the young coconut fruit 

strongly affects the fruit quality. The juice and the flesh of 

the immature fruit are, respectively, sour and oversoft 

(jellylike) while those of the overmature fruit are, 

respectively sweet   and hard. Both of these stages are not 

favoured by consumers.[2] 

The mature fruit is characterised by pleasantly 

sweet and slightly sour juice and moderately soft flesh, 

which the consumers love. There are several changes in 

physical characteristics, mechanical strength, sound, and 

physiological properties that change with the maturity of the 

young coconut fruit and are sensed by competent fruit 

growers. Such experience is personal and unavailable to the 

public. Recently, Meeklangsaen et al. (2007) studied the 

physical and physiological properties of young coconut fruit 

and found that (a) rupture force of the shell, (b) the wet 

weight and the dry weight of flesh, and (c) the total soluble 

solid of juice the young coconut cutting machine is in the 

coucount is pacing stationary[3] 

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

In this paper after literature survey of this papers we found 

the problem & solving the problems of exitsting young 

green coconut cutting machine. Traditional method using 

machine to extract the young green coconut can be 

hazardous and lead to personal injury.  Several solutions 

have been proposed to overcome these problems, but some 

machines are powered by Electrically, Hydraulically and 

Pneumatically.  This adds to the size and cost. So us finding 

that problem which manually operated with in less time. 

IV. OBJECTIVE/ AIM 

 Principle object of this invention is no any electrical, 

hydraulic, pneumatic power sources required to run or 

work this machine. 

 It work or operated on the manual operation of hand or 

simple efforts of the human efforts. 

 Another object of this invention is safe to operate this 

machine. 

 Yet another object of this invention is no skilled 

operator is required. 
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V. ADVANTAGES 

1) As traditional methods used to remove outer husk of 

young green coconut is hazardous and lead to damage 

or injurious. This invented machine is safe because 

there is no direct contact with blades or removing tools. 

2) It is simple in design and compact in size so we can 

easily transport it from one place to another. 

3) Capital cost and maintenance cost is low. 

4) The cutting blades are easily replaceable. 

5) Easy to operate. 

6) It is simple in design and compact in size so we can 

easily transport it from one place to another. 

7) Less time required. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We are trying to develop a device which suitable for all 

types & sizes of coconuts. & which are not capable of 

cutting tender type and other different type of coconut and 

transportation of that machine and costing ,safety for human 

.this are problems reducing and it is user friendly . Our 

product cutting process. The device has a clamping 

mechanism to hold the coconut It is easy to operate and easy 

to cleaning. 
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